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This Ruling, to the extent that it is capable of being a 'public ruling'
in terms of Part IVAAA of the Taxation Administration Act 1953,
is a public ruling for the purposes of that Part. Taxation Ruling
TR 92/1 explains when a Ruling is a public ruling and how it is
binding on the Commissioner.

What this Ruling is about
1.
This Ruling provides guidelines for officers involved in the
imposition of additional tax under section 226K (relating to tax
shortfalls) and section 160ARZD (relating to franking tax shortfalls)
of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (ITAA). It discusses the
concept of reasonably arguable position and provides examples of
where taxpayers may be liable for penalty for having breached that
standard. While the Ruling is expressed in terms of tax shortfalls,
similar considerations would apply where penalty was attracted under
section 160ARZD in respect of a franking tax shortfall.
2.
The Ruling is expressed in terms of tax shortfall penalties.
However, as the provisions relating to franking tax shortfall penalties
are substantially the same as those relating to tax shortfall penalties,
the guidelines provided by this Ruling apply, subject to the necessary
changes, to cases where the franking tax shortfall penalties are in
question. The relevant franking tax shortfall penalty provisions are
noted in brackets where appropriate. This Ruling does not attempt to
deal with cases of tax avoidance and profit shifting, which will be
dealt with in subsequent rulings.
3.
Taxation Ruling TR 92/10 should be read in conjunction with
this Ruling for the purpose of determining the nature of the
modifications to be made to Taxation Ruling IT 2517 in respect of the
remission of subsection 223(1) additional tax for the 1991-92 year of
income. However, this Ruling does not restrict authorised officers
when exercising the discretion to remit subsection 223(1) additional
tax. Each case should be considered on the basis of its own facts and
circumstances.
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Legislative framework
4.
Where a taxpayer has a tax shortfall for a year of income the
taxpayer will be liable to pay additional tax if:
●

●

●

the shortfall or a part of it was caused by the taxpayer, in a
taxation statement, treating an income tax law as applying in
relation to a matter or identical matters in a particular way;
the shortfall or part so caused exceeded the greater of $10,000
or 1% of the taxpayer's return tax for the year; and
when the statement was made, it was not reasonably arguable
that the way in which the application of the law was treated
was correct.

The penalty payable is 25% of the tax shortfall or part caused by the
treatment (section 226K).
5.
A tax shortfall is defined in section 222A to mean, in broad
terms, the difference between the tax properly payable by a taxpayer
and the tax that would have been payable if it were assessed on the
basis of the taxpayer's return. (A franking tax shortfall is defined in
section 160ARXA.)
6.
A taxation statement is also defined in section 222A
(160ARXA), and for most practical purposes means the statements
made by a taxpayer in his or her return. Return tax is the tax that
would be payable on the basis of the taxpayer's return for the year
(section 222A and subsection 160ARZD(5)).
7.
Section 222C provides that the correctness of the treatment of
the application of a law is reasonably arguable if, having regard to the
relevant authorities and the matter in relation to which the law is
applied, it would be concluded that what is argued for is about as
likely as not correct. Section 222C also provides a non-exhaustive list
of the authorities that may be taken into account in determining
whether the treatment of a matter is reasonably arguably correct.
8.

Other Rulings dealing with the imposition of additional tax are:
·

TR 94/2

Transitional arrangements for 1992-93
substituted accounting periods;

·

TR 94/3

Calculation of tax shortfall and allocation of
additional tax;

·

TR 94/4

Reasonable care, recklessness and intentional
disregard;

·

TR 94/6

Voluntary disclosures; and
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·

TR 94/7
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Exercise of the Commissioner's discretion to
remit penalty.

Ruling
9.
The explanatory memorandum to the Taxation Laws Amendment
(Self Assessment) Act 1992, at pages 83 to 87, should be used as a
general guide for administering sections 226K and 160ARZD.
The following points expand on the matters covered by the
explanatory memorandum:
(a)

the reasonably arguable test does not require that the treatment
given a particular matter by a taxpayer must be the better view,
or be more likely than not the correct treatment. The test is
"about as likely as not". This requires that the prospects that the
taxpayer's treatment will be upheld by a court or Tribunal as
being the correct treatment must be substantial, whether or not
those prospects are less than or greater than 50 per cent;

(b)

the list of authorities in subsection 222C(4) is not exhaustive. In
broad terms, the authorities that may be taken into account for
the purpose of determining whether the treatment of a matter is
reasonably arguable are those that would be accepted by a court
as bearing upon the correct treatment of a matter. The relevance
of any authority is a matter to be weighed against other
authorities. An authority that has some facts in common with
the tax treatment at issue is not particularly relevant if the
authority is materially distinguishable on its facts or is otherwise
inapplicable to the tax treatment at issue. An authority that
merely states a conclusion is ordinarily less persuasive than one
that reaches its conclusion by cogently relating the applicable
law to the pertinent facts. It will be relevant, however, to
consider the source of an authority. For example, a High Court
decision on all fours with the tax treatment in question will be
accorded more weight than a Federal Court decision, which in
turn would be accorded more weight than a decision of the AAT.
Authorities could also include, for example, statements in texts
recognised by professionals as being authoritative about how the
law operates, particularly in cases where there are few
authorities on the correct treatment of a matter apart from the
legislation itself. The relative weight to be given to each
authority would depend on the circumstances. A taxpayer may
have a reasonably arguable position for the tax treatment of an
item despite the absence of authorities other than the legislation
itself. What is required in such cases is that the taxpayer has a
well-reasoned construction of the applicable statutory provision
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which it could be concluded was about as likely as not the
correct interpretation;
(c)

while a Public Ruling issued by the Commissioner under Part
IVAAA of the Taxation Administration Act is an authority
(subsection 222C(4)), the mere fact that a Public Ruling has
issued does not necessarily mean that alternative treatments to
that suggested by the Public Ruling cannot be reasonably
arguable. For example, a taxpayer's treatment could be
reasonably arguable if there was a line of court decisions (which
had not been overturned by any subsequent decisions) that
supported the taxpayer's treatment as opposed to the treatment
suggested by the Commissioner. Whether the taxpayer's
treatment was reasonably arguable would depend on its relative
strength when compared with the Commissioner's and other
possible treatments. In other words, taxpayers should take
particular note of the Commissioner's views on the correct
operation of the law as expressed in a Public Ruling, but may
adopt alternative treatments provided there are sound reasons for
doing so;

(d)

the reasonably arguable test only applies to tax shortfalls caused
by a taxpayer treating an income tax law as applying in a
particular way. A taxpayer treats an income tax law as applying
in a particular way where the taxpayer concludes that, on the
basis of the facts and the way the law applies to those facts, a
particular consequence follows (for example, an amount of
expenditure incurred is deductible). Subject to the other
preconditions of section 226K, the reasonably arguable test is
designed to encourage taxpayers to ensure that the conclusions
they reach are sound ones. However, in some cases, a taxpayer's
conclusions on a particular matter may have been based on
incorrect primary facts which the taxpayer did not know and
could not reasonably be expected to have known were not the
proper facts, such as where a taxpayer relies on a bank to
provide details of the amount of interest earned on a deposit. In
other cases, the statements in a taxpayer's return may not
represent conclusions of the taxpayer, but might reflect errors in
calculation or transposition errors. As a broad rule, where a tax
shortfall was caused by an error of fact or calculation section
226K will not apply since the taxpayer will not have treated an
income tax law as applying in relation to a matter in a particular
way. In this context, errors of fact are errors of primary fact and
not wrong conclusions of fact which a taxpayer may make which
bear on the correct application of a tax law, such as whether the
taxpayer is carrying on a business. Whether the statements in a
taxpayer's return represent conclusions of the taxpayer or were
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caused by errors of fact or calculation should be determined on
the basis of all the available evidence;
(e)

identical matters are treated as a single matter for the purposes
of section 226K (paragraph 226K(b)). This rule is designed to
prevent single matters being split into smaller components to
avoid the operation of the section. It should not be used to treat
as a single matter numerous similar but distinct items of
adjustment. For example, in the case of repairs to similar but
distinct items of plant, the application of the law to each repair
will turn on the particular facts, so that each repair would need
to be considered separately to determine the correct tax payable.
On the other hand, in the case of lease payments made in respect
of a single item of plant, the same considerations would
ordinarily be relevant to the treatment of each lease payment, so
that the sum of the lease payments for the year would be treated
as a single matter in relation to which the correct application of
the law needed to be determined;

(f)

the words "another matter" and "the other matter" used in
subsection 222C(1) refer to the operation of the reasonably
arguable test as it applies in sections 224, 225 and 226 and do
not affect its operation in respect of section 226K;

(g)

where the application of section 226K (and 160ARZD) results in
an unduly harsh outcome in all the circumstances of the case
then the penalty otherwise attracted may be remitted in whole or
in part (see Taxation Ruling TR 94/7;

(h)

taxpayers have the right to object against a decision by the
Commissioner that the reasonably arguable position standard has
not been met and to have the Commissioner's decision on the
objection reviewed by the AAT or the Federal Court;

(i)

a taxpayer will only be liable for penalty for not having a
reasonably arguable position where the shortfall caused by the
position taken is greater than the higher of $10,000 or 1% of the
tax that would have been payable on the basis of the taxpayer's
return;

Example 1 of paragraph (i)
Tax shortfall less than the threshold
·

on the basis of a taxpayer's return the taxpayer is liable to
pay $40,000 tax (the return tax) in respect of a year of
income;

·

the taxpayer has claimed a non-allowable deduction
resulting in a tax shortfall of $6,000;
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·

in this case, the higher of $10,000 and 1% of the return
tax ($400) is $10,000;

·

because the tax shortfall ($6,000) is less than $10,000, the
shortfall is not subject of penalty under section 226K
(although it may be subject to penalty under another tax
shortfall section).

Example 2 of paragraph (i)
Tax shortfall greater than the threshold

(j)

·

a taxpayer's return tax is $10M;

·

the taxpayer has omitted income from the sale of property
resulting in a tax shortfall of $0.5M;

·

1% of the return tax ($100,000) is higher than $10,000;

·

because the tax shortfall is greater than $100,000 the
taxpayer must have a reasonably arguable position to
support the non-inclusion of the income from the sale of the
property to avoid being penalised under section 226K.
It should be noted, however, that even if the taxpayer has a
reasonably arguable position, the taxpayer may still be
subject to penalty under another tax shortfall provision.

Where a position taken by a taxpayer results in a tax shortfall in
two or more years of income, each tax shortfall is tested against
the return tax for the year of income to which it relates, to
determine whether the reasonably arguable position test must be
satisfied in respect of that tax shortfall.

Example of paragraph (j)
·

in a year a taxpayer has incorrectly claimed a deduction of
$1M which resulted in a loss for that year of $1M;

·

the 'loss' is recouped over the next 3 years in the amounts of
$200,000, $750,000 and $50,000 respectively, leaving a
return tax in year 4 of $6M;

·

for years 2 and 3 the taxpayer must have a reasonably
arguable position supporting the claiming of the loss to
prevent being penalised under section 226K, since the
shortfalls (assuming a flat tax rate of 50%, being $100,000
and $375,000 respectively) exceed the greater of $10,000
and 1% of the return tax (i.e. $0);

·

for year 4 the shortfall ($25,000, being 50% of 50,000) is
less than the greater of $10,000 and 1% of return tax
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($60,000), so the taxpayer would not be subject to penalty
under section 226K.

Date of effect
10. This Ruling sets out the current practice of the Australian
Taxation Office and is not concerned with a change in interpretation.
Consequently, it applies from the date on which sections 226K and
160ARZD commenced to operate.
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